Official Senate Announcements

**Kitchen Kings Crowned!**  The Student Senate hosted the first-ever “Iron Chef CLS” competition this past Friday, November 9th, in Lenfest Café. Sixty students on twelve teams competed by each creating three courses featuring the secret ingredient — winter squash. The theme ingredient, provided by the local farmers’ market, was announced at high noon, and the teams spent the rest of the day cooking and plating their food. The teams prepared elaborate meals turning pumpkins and squash into surprising dishes. Students paid attention to every detail, from garnishings of homemade pumpkin brittle and bourbon whipped cream to restaurant-worthy platings. The judging panel, full from trying over forty delectable dishes, couldn’t pick just one champion, and deemed “The Spice Weasels” and “Harmony Hall” the co-victors. The competitors also got to try each other’s dishes, and chose “Motion to Squash” as the People’s Choice winner. By the end of the night, 150 pounds of squash had been used, and everyone left full and looking forward to a rematch.

**Blood Drive Breaks Record!**  Thanks to the hard work of the Blood Drive co-chairs — Sen. Jason Lear, Sen. Kathrin Schwesinger, Julian Dunn, and Sen. Will Leavitt — and the New York Blood Center, the November 6th blood drive was a great success. As a community, we came together to continue improving our previously lackluster donation record and help other people in need. At this drive, we managed, despite huge scheduling obstacles and a late start, to actually increase our fantastic performance at the last blood drive. We collected 83 units of blood with another three dozen students who attempted to give. Thanks so much for giving and please come out to donate again at the Spring drive.

**Student Senate Exam Prep Series Continues!**  The Senate brings you two more events this week to help you get ready for the rapidly approaching finals. First, this Wednesday, November 14th, at 12:15 pm in JGH 105, we present helpful hints for outlining and studying; three upperclass Teaching Fellows will be available to discuss how they did it. Then, the very next day at 4:00 pm in JG 104, we bring you the one-and-only Professor Joseph Glannon, author of *Civil Procedure: Examples & Explanations*, who will discuss helpful strategies for answering exam questions and the main pitfalls of bad student answers. He will also distribute and analyze a civil procedure exam question. Keep your eyes peeled for other upcoming events in the series!

News & Notes

**The Justice Has Landed.**  As first reported to you in *The CLS Black Letter* two months ago, the Honorable Sandra Day O’Connor, retired associate justice of the United States Supreme Court, will be visiting our school this week. She will first be presenting the Harold Leventhal Memorial Lecture on Monday at 5 pm in JGH 104/106. Students are to enter by the outer doors, as the middle doors are reserved for faculty, administrators, and alumni. The event is oversubscribed, so you will want to show up early — doors open at 4:30, and once tickets run out, you will have to watch the simulcast in JGH 101 or 103. Please note that bags and laptops will not be allowed in the room, so leave them in your locker or at the coat check in the lobby. The next day, Justice O’Connor will be having breakfast in the law school with a small group of lucky students who won the Student Services lottery last week.

**Great American Smokeout.**  This Thursday, November 15th, from 11 am to 3 pm, Columbia Colleges Against Cancer (CAC) will be participating in the Great American Smokeout. For over three decades, this annual event has encouraged many to quit smoking. So stop smoking and visit their table on College Walk and Barnard Campus for hot chocolate, delicious baked goods, and t-shirts with clever slogans, with all proceeds

(continued on p. 3)
The most recent full Senate meeting was held this past Tuesday. The minutes are below.

Minutes of the November 6, 2007, Senate Meeting

I. Call to Order at 9:00 PM. II. Open Forum. Issues raised include: First floor women’s bathroom is in bad shape and needs attention; Same thing for the men’s bathroom! Increasing security at the JG lobby desk so that it is present at all times; Incoming 1L’s who have families – allowing them to have classes in time blocks that lets them schedule other family obligations (doctor’s apt., child care). Also allowing them to get their schedules earlier in summer to plan for childcare, etc.; Outlines are missing from the G-drive (see Parliamentarian’s report for more on this point); No guidance from CLS regarding classes to take needs to improve – possibility of speaking to (see Parliamentarian’s report for more on this point); No guidance from CLS

Senate Business

The full Student Senate typically meets every other Tuesday at 9 PM in JGH 105. Meetings are generally open to the entire student body. The next and final meeting of the semester will be held Tuesday, Nov. 27.
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The most recent full Senate meeting was held this past Tuesday. The minutes are below.

Minutes of the November 6, 2007, Senate Meeting

I. Call to Order at 9:00 PM. II. Open Forum. Issues raised include: First floor women’s bathroom is in bad shape and needs attention; Same thing for the men’s bathroom! Increasing security at the JG lobby desk so that it is present at all times; Incoming 1L’s who have families – allowing them to have classes in time blocks that lets them schedule other family obligations (doctor’s apt., child care). Also allowing them to get their schedules earlier in summer to plan for childcare, etc.; Outlines are missing from the G-drive (see Parliamentarian’s report for more on this point); No guidance from CLS regarding which classes to take needs to improve – possibility of speaking to admissions and putting LLM’s in contact with 2L’s & 3L’s or LLM alums; Board member travel fund? What is happening?; Meeting take place this or next week. Harlene Katzman speaking with Topo about this; Updates on Lenfest cafeteria’s extended hours? Could they take credit cards? Outlets in Lenfest – need more. Free coffee before stand? (this could be in JG instead of Student Services at 2 PM); Senate E-board meeting with MGK next week and we will bring these issues up; Regarding outlets, E-board spoke to Tony P. and they are working on getting the existing outlets turned on; Furniture in front of lobby perceived by some as ugly; Clinical area improvements are needed; Ebi (non-Senator) concerned about hate/bias issues on campus; As symbolic gesture, CLS students could affirm commitment to tolerance, diversity, non-discrimination by signing a petition Ebi will draft mirroring the school’s standing policy. This is a chance for us to reflect on how bias incidents hurt values and threaten people; Senate’s role would be to speak instead of in the community; Senate could pass resolution supporting the statement; Ebi’s email is: eio2001@colubrm.edu. III. Officers reports. A. President. Attendees: Atty. Johnson, Ms. Eijk, Mr. Allen; faculty meeting, which included admissions report, overall, law school applications declined, but Columbia had the most applicants of all schools; E-board met with Tony Pallone, raised issues including paper towel dispenser in WJWH bathrooms, elevator problems, and more. E. mail neither Tony directly or for CII@law.columbia.edu to have problems corrected; Senate party event was last Monday and was well-attended. Self-Defense class will be hosted at law school; Meeting with Provost Alan Brinkley on November 16, and the expansion project and students’ role within it will be discussed. Contact Topo if there are points you would like addressed; Blood drive was today, and it seems to have gone well. 83 people donated, a large increase from the 60 who donated last year; Academic committee panel next week; Next Thursday: Grammon coming; e-mail from Gimenez regarding swastika at TC was the result of our communication with her encouraging openness about campus happenings; No updates about the start of the student-faculty lunches but we will follow up with MGK next week. B. VP. Social events: Halloween pre-party drew over 100 people; The Public House venue was less accommodating than expected. Last year, Columbia organized the party, this year, other law schools took the lead and unfortunately it didn’t work as well as hoped; Last Thursday, there was a mixer with the medical school which drew many medical students. More mixers coming up next semester; On Friday there will be an Iron Chef competition; 60 people have signed up and Baribi will be contributing towards the event; Thanksgiving dinner will be at Radio Perifico and includes a service component; Will follow up on e-mail we received from Studutor clubs. C. Treasurer. Round of votes for ad hoc funding. $20 for Rightlink speaker series; CRLS received $120 for a Professor Franke event; De Vinimus was allotted $350 for a new tasting. If a committee takes out a letter of credit, put receipt in Senate folder at Student Services or hand to Max directly; Policy regarding obtaining letter of credit from School; If you are not on E-board, please let us know if you want to be on E-board. IV. Executive Board. Your 2007-2008 Student Senate

Class of 2010

Sharmila Achari
Eliott Ash
Esha Bhandari
Benjamin Brinkner
Dave Cheng
Jennifer Clark
Max Dubin
Yad Fisher
Jessica Isokawa
Mary Kate Johnson
Will Leavitt
Claire O’Sullivan
David Peters
Ryan Russell
Meredith Ulh
Jia Wang

Class of 2008

Shawndra Jones
John K. Johnson
Saad Khanani
Charlotte Lewis
Tiffany Meriweather
Simrin Parmar
Ashley Scott
Adam Sparks
Aaron Spiswak
Devora Whitman
L.L.M./J.S.D.
Frank Hang
Eeole Keji
Kirsten Nijburg
Francesco Pezone
Kc Zhu

Executive Board

Tope Yusuf, President
Dan Y. Shin, Vice President
Max Miller, Treasurer
Gabriel Gershowitz, Secretary
Kathrin Schwesinger, Parliamentarian

Your 2007-2008 Student Senate

Please contact us with questions or concerns! We are working hard to represent you.

E-mail us at senate@law.columbia.edu, and visit us at http://www.columbia.edu/cu/law/senate/.

Senate Business

The full Student Senate typically meets every other Tuesday at 9 PM in JGH 105. Meetings are generally open to the entire student body. The next and final meeting of the semester will be held Tuesday, Nov. 27.

Please be kind and double-side your printouts!
Libel Lines
by Calder V. Jones

- Item 1: CLS student leaders shocked as US News interviewer asks how they feel about being ranked sixth in upcoming 2009 law school rankings.
- Item 2: Administration pledges to ventilate JGH first floor men’s restroom after 2 students overcome by fumes.
- Item 3: Hunger strike enters third day as protest continues over lack of power outlets in Lenfest Café.

Get to Know Your CLS
Spotlight on Nalini Macedo

Nalini Macedo is an Administrative Assistant at the Office of Registration Services.

Q. How long have you been at CLS? Do you live in the neighborhood?
A. I have been at CLS for almost four years. I live pretty close by, in central Harlem.

Q. What brought you to Columbia?
A. I had moved to New York City from Seattle, and I found this job through an agency. I had worked in higher education before, so this job was a pretty smooth transition. I have been here ever since.

Q. About what do students generally come to speak with you? What is the strangest request/inquiry you have ever gotten?
A. Grades, class schedules, graduation and registration – we get it all. Pretty run of the mill questions. The oddest inquiries usually come from the FBI when they are doing background checks; I think even they have seen one too many X-Files episodes.

Q. What has been your favorite job, aside from your current one?
A. I worked at the Experience Music Project (an interactive music museum) in Seattle. I got the opportunity to meet a lot of my favorite musicians, and more importantly... Brad Pitt.

Q. What is your favorite restaurant in the area?
A. It changes from day to day, but you can’t go wrong with Dinosaur Barbecue. Good food, good beer, good times!

Q. Name something most people don’t know about you?
A. I once dressed up like a chicken for a radio contest to win the opportunity to meet Marilyn Manson, Courtney Love and their respective bands. I won.

Q. What’s one thing every CLS student should do before they graduate?
A. Shout out to Student Services – read the graduation handbook! And have fun and enjoy the city before you start working 80 hour weeks!
This Week at CLS
November 12 - 19, 2007

Monday
- ALSA: “Snack Attack” Sale. 11:00 AM - 2:00 PM; SIPA Lobby.
- CalSoc Mentoring Lunch: Dean Zipser. 12:15 - 1:00 PM, JG Annex.
- CPIL presents: “The Institute for Justice” Summer Fellowship. 12:20 - 1:10 PM; WJW 103.
- HRI Speaker Series: Paul Hoffman, ACLU of Southern California. 12:20 - 1:05 PM; JG 546.
- Study Abroad Info Session: China. 12:15; WJW 600.
- Harold Leventhal Memorial Lecture by The Honorable Sandra Day O’Connor. 5:00 PM; JG 104/106. Doors open at 4:30; simulcast in JG 101 and JG 103.

Tuesday
- CalSoc: NorCal Public Interest Pizza Lunch. 12:15 - 1:00 PM, WJW L104.
- HRI Speaker Series: Nicolas Burniat, Human Rights First. 12:20 - 1:20 PM; JG 646.
- CPIL/Career Services: Resume and Job Application Workshop. 4:15pm; JG 104.
- YJA: “Children and Advertising” Dinner. 6:30 - 8:00 PM; JG 502.
- IP Practitioners Panel. 6:30 - 8:30 PM; JG 105.
- DeVinimus: Port Tasting. 7:30 - 10:00 PM; JG 103. RSVP to devinimus@gmail.com by 10:00 PM on 11/11.

Wednesday
- Senate Exam Prep Series: Outlining and Study Tips. 12:15 - 1:00 PM; JG 105.
- Double Degree Info Session: Paris. 12:15 PM; WJW 600.
- HRI Speaker Series: Denise Bell, Campaign to Save Darfur. 12:20 - 1:20 PM; JG 646.
- Visiting Scholars’ Forum: Cornelis Jaap Wouter Baaij and Ann-Sophie Vanderberghede. 12:30 PM; WJW 600.
- “Corporate Law: The Art of the Deal.” 6:00 PM; JG Drapkin Lounge.
- Panel Discussion: “Taking Action: New Thoughts on Achieving Racial, Ethnic and Gender Diversity in the Legal Profession.” 6:15 - 7:30 PM (reception to follow); location TBA. RSVP to ccevents@cliffordchance.com.

Thursday
- CalSoc: SoCal Public Interest Pizza Lunch. 12:15 - 1:00 PM; WJW L104.
- HRI Speaker Series: Elavarthi Manohar, Sangama. 12:20 - 1:20 PM; JG 546.
- EASLS: Happy Hour. 5:30 PM; Radio Perfecto.
- CPIL Panel Discussion: Careers in Prosecution. 6:00 - 7:30; JG 105.
- Senate Exam Prep Series: “Exam Strategies that Work…and some that don’t,” Prof. Joseph Glannon. 6 - 8 PM; JG 104.
- Law Revue Fall Show Opening Night: ‘Lights, Camera, Actionable!” 8:00 - 10:00 PM; Arledge Auditorium, Lerner Hall. $5 tickets on sale this week in the JG Lobby.

Friday
- Madrigals and Polyphony, 12:15, JG 501.
- Panel Discussion: “The Meaning of Diversity in the University.” 4:00 - 6:00 PM; JG 106.

Saturday
- Law Revue Fall Show Closing Night: ‘Lights, Camera, Actionable!” 8:00 - 10:00 PM; Arledge Auditorium, Lerner Hall. $5 tickets on sale this week in the JG Lobby.

Sunday
- Your event here!

Event information is taken from the Advisor, a Student Services e-publication. To have your event listed, follow the link below and submit the on-line form. These must be submitted by 10am on Thursday, the week BEFORE your event.
http://www.law.columbia.edu/current_student/studentorgs_abc/studentorgevent/eventform